Visit Pat Heung Fire Service Training School

Date: 14 Sept 2012
Time: 14.00 – 15.30

Activity Sub-committee has organized a visit in Pat Heung Fire Service Training School on 14 September 2012 and has attracted a group of enthusiastic members joining us on the day to learn about the Fire Service Training.

This training school was established in 1968 and thousands of firemen were trained up from this school. Our host introduced us the fire-fighting and rescue training and also different types of fire appliances in use. They also showed us the three fire training chambers providing simulations of structural fire scenes and a fire training chamber for training rescue transformer fire and screen fire respectively. The training school has provided hardcore training to the firemen and it was delighted to see a new batch of firemen will be passing out soon to serve the society.

This technical visit allowed us to appreciate the training operation of Firemen and also provides us a valuable opportunity to understand the fire training facilities. Salute to our firemen for their hard work in protecting the society.